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This document gives an example of EPICS device 
support by implementing a simple network 
device.

1.0 Introduction

1.1 Purpose

This document demonstrates how to provide device support for EPICS records. The 
example is a simple demonstration of how to read a value into a stringin record.

1.2 Scope

This document is intended for audiences with a basic knowledge of EPICS, UAE, and 
CapFast, but with no experience writing EPICS device support.

1.3 References

These documents are referenced in this text.

1. , Martin R. 
Kraimer, Argonne National Laboratory, November 1994.

2. , Janet B. Ander-
son, Martin R. Kraimer, Argonne National Laboratory, December 1, 1994.

3. , Phase Three Logic, 
Inc., 1991.

1.4 Abbreviations

EPICS Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System.

IOC Input/Output Controller.

PV Process Variable.
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1.5 Glossary

CapFast

Device Support

EPICS A Real-time software package.

Record Support

VxWorks A real-time operating system.

1.6 Stylistic Conventions

1.6.1 References to other documents
References to other documents are given using a number in square brackets, for 
example: [1]. The reference can be found in Section 1.3 on page 1.

1.6.2 References to EPICS records, files, and PVs
References to EPICS records are given in italics, for example: stringin. References to 
files and other EPICS items are give in small type, for example: devSiHostId.c or INST_IO.

1.6.3 Typographic conventions
User input is written in bold courier, for example: dbtr. Output or code is written in 
regular courier font, for example: rcmd().

1.7 Revisions

1. Version 01, January 13, 1998, Document created.

2.0 The Problem

We wish to create an example of EPICS device support which is simple in detail, yet 
extends the boundary of existing device support. We also wish to use some method of 

rcmd()

ls who

hostid
stringin

longin
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3.0 The Environment

The UAE application environment is used in this example. The environment was 
created by creating a directory and executing applSetup without any arguments.

The following sections describe the files added or changed to this application to create 
the device support.

3.1 ascii

The ascii directory contains two directories: cat_ascii and replace_ascii. Since we are 
creating new device support, and not replacing existing support, we will use cat_ascii.

3.1.1 ascii/cat_ascii/devSup.ascii
Inside this directory we will create the file devSup.ascii. The contents of this file will 
describe the records we are adding device support for, the link type of support, the name 
of the support structure, and the name or DTYP of the device support. For our example, 
the file contains one line:

FIGURE 1. Listing of ascii/cat_ascii/devSup.ascii

The first argument is the record which this device support affects. The second is the link 
type of the device support. See [1] for a link of link types. The third argument is the 
name of the device support structure, used in the source code. The final argument is the 
name of the device support, used by the record in the DTYP field.

3.2 src

There are two directories that source files can be located: src and sys. The only difference 
between them is the way they load the object modules. Files in src are installed as 
discrete object modules, while files in sys are loaded into one object module named sys.o 
and installed. For our example we will use the src directory.

3.2.1 src/devSiHostId.c
Our device support file will be named devSiHostId.c. Conventionally, we begin device 

device support structure,

device support record initialization,

device support read.

The device support structure defines the names of the routines to be executed by the 
record processing. Each record has a well-defined ordering of these routines which 
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should be strictly adhered to. In the case of the stringin record the order is report, 
initialization, per-record initialization, I/O interrupt, and read functions. The name of 
the device support structure should be the same as the third argument in the file ascii/
cat_ascii/devSup.ascii.

In our example we only support record initialization and read functions. For a more 
advanced description of the other functions see reference [1]. For a description of a 

check the device support link type is INST_IO.

create a private data storage area for this record.

parse the input link value into the private area.

test the validity of the input.

The device support read function is executed during record processing. In this example, 
the following actions occur:

find the private record information (host name and user name),

send the hostid command to the remote host,

read the hostid into the VAL field.

Upon completing of record processing, the string returned by the Unix hostid command 
VAL

FIGURE 2. Listing of src/devSiHostId.c
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    DEVSUPFUN init_record;
    DEVSUPFUN get_ioint_info;
    DEVSUPFUN read_stringin;
} devSiHostId =
{
    5,
    NULL,
    NULL,
    init_si,
    NULL,
    read_si
};

typedef struct
{
    char host[40];
    char user[9];
} SIHOSTID_INFO;

static long init_si (
    struct stringinRecord *psi)
{
    struct link *plink = &psi->inp;
    SIHOSTID_INFO *pinfo;
    int n;

    if (plink->type != INST_IO)
    {
        recGblRecordError (S_db_badField,(void *) psi,
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    SIHOSTID_INFO *pinfo;
    int fd;

    /*
     * find the private record information (host name and user name)
     */
    pinfo = (SIHOSTID_INFO *) psi->dpvt;

    /*
     * send the hostid command to the remote host
     */
    fd = rcmd (pinfo->host, RSHD, pinfo->user, pinfo->user,

3.3 capfast

The capfast directory contains the graphical representation of the EPICS database for 
the application. 

3.3.1 capfast/hostid.sch
In our example, we need to create some number of stringin records with hardware 
inputs attached to their INP fields. The stringin record should have the DTYP field 

ascii/cat_ascii/

devSup.ascii

INST_IO

INST_IO

CONSTANT

PV_LINK DB_LINK
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The hostid.sch database contains three stringin records which read the hostid strings from 
three different computers. Network access to these computers will succeed only if they 
allow rsh commands from the processor running the EPICS database and have a user 

FIGURE 3. Drawing of capfast/hostid.sch

3.4 startup

startup.vws

3.4.1 startup/startup.vws

a list of host names has been added,

the device support object file is loaded,

the hostid database is loaded.

The addition of the host names is required because we will be asking the VxWorks 
network task to connect to the hosts. The O/S requires the additions to its static routing 
table.  Changes to the default template appear in italics in Figure 4.
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FIGURE 4. Listing of startup/startup.vws

#
# VxWorks startup script to load and execute system (iocCore) software.
#
# First, vxWorks startup issues:

# Make delete key work for backspace
tyBackspaceSet 0177

# cd to application install directory (beware automounter problems)

# For the hostid application, add some static routes

# Load EPICS core and record stuff
ld < $(epics)/base/bin/$(arch)/iocCore
ld < $(epics)/base/bin/$(arch)/drvSup
ld < $(epics)/base/bin/$(arch)/recSup
ld < $(epics)/base/bin/$(arch)/devSup

# If using state programs, load the sequencer
# ld < $(epics)/base/bin/$(arch)/seq

# Load any application records, device support or drivers here,
# or code for subroutine records

# Load sequences here
# ld < $(version)/bin/$(arch)/testseq.o

# Configure the Timestamp system, 1=Master IOC
TSconfigure 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

# Load one or more ASCII databases here

# This turns off logging
# iocLogDisable=1
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4.0 The Installation

The installation is a two-step procedure. First, the application needs to be compiled and 
installed onto the host system. Second, the application needs to be loaded and execute 
on the target system.

4.1 Host

Installing the entire application onto the host system is as simple as executing gmake in 
the top-level directory of the UAE application. The make routines will compile the ascii, 
capfast, startup, and src directories, then install the images into either the bin/mv167 or data 
directories.

4.2 Target

The name of the startup script must be changed on the target machine by executing the 
VxWorks command bootChange

bin/mv167/startup

FIGURE 5. Execution of the VxWorks command bootChange

-> bootChange

After this information has been entered, the VxWorks computer can be rebooted.  If 
everything went well, no error message should appear.

5.0 The Execution

This section describes some of the tests which can be done on the running EPICS 
database.
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5.1 Target command line tests

We can determine the names of the records we have loaded by using the command dbl.  
This returns the following:

FIGURE 6. Execution of the VxWorks command dbl

-> dbl
hostid:hostid1
hostid:hostid2
hostid:hostid3

We can look at the properties of one of the records with the command dbpr.  The first 
record has the following values set in its fields:

FIGURE 7. Execution of the VxWorks command 

->  
ACKS: NO_ALARM      ACKT: YES           ASG :               ASP : 00000000      
BKPT: 00            DESC: string input record               DISA: 0             
DISP: 0             DISS: NO_ALARM      DISV: 1             DPVT: 00edea48      
DSET: 00ef7544      DTYP: Host ID       EVNT: 0             FLNK: 0             
INP : INSTIO  parm=icarus epics         LCNT: 0             LSET: 1             
MLIS: 000000000000000000000000          MLOK: 00edeacc00000000                  
NAME: hostid:hostid1                    NSEV: NO_ALARM      NSTA:               
OVAL:               PACT: 0             PHAS: 0             PINI: NO            
PPN : 00000000      PPNN: 00000000      PRIO: LOW           PROC: 0             
PUTF: 0             RPRO: 0             RSET: 00e26ce8      SCAN: Passive       
SDIS: 0             SEVR: INVALID       SIML: 0             SIMM: NO            
SIMS: NO_ALARM      SIOL: 0             SPVT: 00000000      STAT: UDF           
SVAL:               TIME: 0000000000000000                  TPRO: 0             
TSE : 0             TSEL: 0             UDF : 0             VAL : string 

Notice the INP field is correctly set to INST_IO and has the parameters read from the 
Capfast hardware input symbol.

We also can test the execution of the record with the  command:

FIGURE 8. Execution of the VxWorks command 

-> 
ACKS: NO_ALARM      ACKT: YES           ASG :               BKPT: 00            
DESC: string input record               DISA: 0             DISP: 0             
DISS: NO_ALARM      DISV: 1             DTYP: Host ID       EVNT: 0             
FLNK: 0             INP : INSTIO  parm=icarus epics         LCNT: 0             
NAME: hostid:hostid1                    NSEV: NO_ALARM      NSTA:               
OVAL: 727350b8      PACT: 0             PHAS: 0             PINI: NO            
PRIO: LOW           PROC: 0             PUTF: 0             RPRO: 0             
SCAN: Passive       SDIS: 0             SEVR: NO_ALARM      SIML: 0             
SIMM: NO            SIMS: NO_ALARM      SIOL: 0             STAT:               
SVAL:               TPRO: 0             TSE : 0             TSEL: 0             
UDF : 0             VAL : 727350b8  
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Now the VAL field contains the host ID string from the machine icarus.

5.2 Host command line tests

5.3 Edd/dm

6.0 The Upgrades

6.1 Improving the functionality

The host ID example can be functionally improved several ways. First, the VAL field is 
not set on initialization, but only after the record is processed the first time.

Another functional problem is the lack of alarms if the host or user access is denied.

6.2 Extending device support for other records

6.3 Changing the remote command


